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Abstract

The popularity of the contemporary smartphone makes it an attractive platform for new applications. We are
exploring the potential of such personal devices to control networked displays. In particular, we have developed a
system that can sense mobile phone orientation to support two kinds of juggling-like play styles: padiddle and poi.
Padiddling is spinning a flattish object (such as a tablet or board-mounted smartphone) on the tip of one’s finger. Poi
involves whirling a weight (in this case the smartphone itself) at the end of a tether. Orientation of a twirled device can
be metered, and with a communications infrastructure, this streamed azimuthal data can be used to modulate various
distributed, synchronous, multimodal displays, including panoramic and photospherical imagery, diffusion of
pantophonic and periphonic auditory soundscapes, and mixed virtuality scenes featuring avatars and props animated
by real-world twirling. The unique nature of the twirling styles allows interestingly fluid perspective shifts, including
orbiting “inspection gesture” virtual cameras with self-conscious ambidextrous avatars and “reality distortion” fields
with perturbed affordance projection.

Keywords: Reality-based interaction, Situated panorama, Practically panoramic interface, Locative multimedia, Mixed
virtuality, “mobile-ambient” interface, Whole body interaction, Cross-platform multimodal interface and experience

Background
Mobile position sensing
We are exploring the expressive potential of personal
devices for social, multimodal displays: “multimedia jug-
gling.” We originally experimented with using laptop
sudden motion sensor control (Cohen 2008),1 but even-
tually settled on tracking with mobile devices. Modern
smartphones and tablets feature various position sensors,
including triaxial gyroscope (to measure orientation) and
accelerometer (to measure changing velocity), GPS sen-
sor (to determine location), barometer (which which to
infer altitude), and magnetometer (to gauge horizontal
bearing). We describe a system here that basically senses
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orientation to modulate ambient media. “Twhirleds” (for
‘Twirled Whirled Worlds’) is a rotation-sensing mobile
application using juggling-style affordances, supported by
wireless network communication and a distributed suite
of multimodal and mixed reality clients.
Azimuthal tracking especially allows control of horizon-

tally expressive displays, including panoramic imagery,
spatial sound, rotary motion platforms, positions of
objects in mixed virtuality environments, as well as rhyth-
mic renderings such as musical sequencing. Readers are
encouraged to watch videos describing this project:

• “ ‘Twhirleds’ for iOS and Android”2
• “Padiddle and Poi Rigs: spinning and whirling control

of photospherical browsing”3
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Twirling “flow arts”: padiddling (spinning) and poi
(whirling)
Flow arts are whole-body activities that integrate aspects
of dance, juggling, and performance art. We modern-
ize such activities by integrating them into computerized
infrastructures, exposing them to internet-amplified mul-
timedia. The ubiquity of the smartphone makes it an
attractive platform for even location-based attractions.
Using only internal sensors, orientation of a smartphone
can be used to modulate ambient displays. Such adjust-
ment can be egocentric or exocentric— controlling, that
is, either the position of a subject, in which case an entire
projected space shifts, or the position of scene objects,
in which case only particular entities are moved. Embed-
ding mobile devices into twirling affordances allows
“padiddle”-style interfaces, spinning flattish items, and
“poi”-style interfaces, whirling tethered items, for novel
interaction techniques, as elaborated below.

Padiddle spinning
Padiddling is the spinning of flattish objects (such as flying
discs, books, pizza dough, plates, signs, etc.) on one’s fin-
gertip. Once a distraction of college students, the eclipse
of vinyl record albums by CDs and then internet stream-
ing deprecated an appropriate affordance, and padiddling
is a disappearing art. (Padiddling is similar to, but differ-
ent than, “nail delays,” as performed by flying disc freestyle
players4 (Wham-O 2010)). Nowadays, padiddling skills
are cultivated by specialist performers, often selectively
recruited at a young age and trained intensely for juggling
and acrobatic shows, in, for particular example, China (He
2009), as seen in Fig. 1, and spectacles such as Cirque du
Soleil (Béïque and Dragone 2001).
We are experimenting with embedding mobile devices

into suitable affordances that encourage padiddling.
While it is possible to “free spin” a computer tablet, such a

Fig. 1 Don’t bother trying this at home: Chinese acrobats spinning
umbrellas

skill is not easily learned (or extended to switch hands or
spinning direction), and is impossible to perform with any
normal-sized mobile phone.
Padiddling is much easier if the tablet or smartphone

is attached to a larger object, such as something about
the size and weight of a luncheon tray. Embedding sens-
ing devices into a spinnable affordance allows a “spinning
plate”-style interface, as seen in Fig. 2 (Cohen et al. 2011).
Anyway, even with such deployment, padiddling skills are
somewhat difficult to acquire. To broaden the enjoyment
of twirling interfaces, we also introduce a more accessible
style of interaction, namely tethered whirling (Cohen et al.
2013), described following.

Poi whirling
Poi, originally a Māori performance art featuring teth-
ered weights, combines elements of dance and juggling
(Infinite Skill of Poi 2010), and is a kind of “attached jug-
gling.” It has been embraced by festival culture (especially
rave-style electronic music events), including extension
to “glow-stringing” and “fire twirling,” in which a glow-
stick (chemiluminescent plastic tube) or burning wick is
whirled at the end of a cord. For Twhirleds poi affor-
dance preparation, as seen in Fig. 3, a tether is threaded
through a smartphone lanyard or bumper and attached
to a kite string winder with a spindle, around which
the phone can freely revolve. A user adopts a “Statue
of Liberty” pose and simply whirls the device with a
lasso gesture.
Anyone can twirl a tethered weight, and control regard-

ing speed is easier than with padiddle-style spinning. Such
whirling also more easily accommodates flexible handed-
ness and spinning direction (chirality), the significance of
which is explained below. We deployed a posable charac-
ter action figure known from anime, Haruhi Suzumiya,
for a poi-twirling animation: her figurine was suspended
upside-down, resting a weight, which tether she grasped,
on a rotating motorized turntable. Reinverting captured
video restored normal orientation, as seen in Fig. 3b,
which cyclic stream can be scrubbed.5

Virtual perspectives: mirrored vs. tethered puppets
A major display modality of the Twhirleds system is
mixed virtuality environments, real world-modulated,
computer-synthesized scenes populated by avatars as rep-
resentatives of human players, and a central concern of
the experience is flexible virtual perspective. As presented
in Table 1, virtual perspective can be classified accord-
ing to proximal, medial, and distal categories (Cohen and
Villegas 2016), elaborated following.

First-person: endocentric
1st-person perspectives are purely immersive, featuring
a point-of-view imitating that from inside a designated
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a b
Fig. 2 Double-headed (“two-faced”) padiddle configuration, allowing viewing both above and below eye level. (a)bove eye level: inverted. (b)elow
eye level: upright

avatar’s head. Such intimacy can be described as endocen-
tric, centered within a subject, and is sometimes impre-
cisely refered to as a “PoV” (point-of-view) perspective.

Second-person: egocentric (idiothetic)—mirrored and
tethered
Relaxing the tight coupling of a 1st-person PoV, 2nd-
person perspectives allow displaced experience. Such per-
spectives can be described as egocentric, centered on (but
not necessarily within) a subject, a kind of metaphori-
cal leashing. Like a 1st-person perspective, a 2nd-person
view is ‘self-centered’ (a.k.a. idiothetic), but the sensation
is more explicitly an out-of-body experience. Two main
styles are mirrored mode, in which a human user views
a self-identified avatar frontally, as if looking in a mirror,
and tetheredmode, in which a virtual camera trails behind

a b
Fig. 3Whirling Poi

(and usually a little above) one’s avatar. Despite the infor-
mal description, first-person shooter (“FPS”) games often
feature such shifted perspective, so that each player views
their avatar from behind-the-back or over-the-shoulder.

Third-person: exocentric (allothetic or allocentric)
A 3rd-person, distal perspective can be described as exo-
centric (‘centered without,’ a.k.a. allothetic or allocentric),
logically separate from any user, as it is oblivious or indif-
ferent to the position of any particular character. Unlike
1st- and 2nd-person perspectives, 3rd-person points-of-
view are egalitarian and non-individualized, decoupled
from particular avatars (Cohen 1998).

Inspection gestures: “spin-around”
In image-based rendering, two styles of 360◦ viewing pre-
dominate, outward-looking “panos” and inward-looking
“turnos” (a.k.a. object movies), as outlined by Table 2. The
former emulates the view which would be captured by a
radial, outward-facing camera; the latter turns perspective
“inside-out” and is related to a “spin-around” gesture. By
synchronizing rotation about the camera axis with revo-
lution around an object of regard, like the tidally locked
moon presenting the same face while orbiting the Earth,
a phase-locked virtual camera expresses such an “inspec-
tion gesture,” as seen in Fig. 4 (Cohen et al. 2007). In
the following sections, “camerabatics” and fluid perspec-
tive are shown to enhance appreciation and expression of
padiddle and poi flow arts.

Related toys, devices, apps, & systems
Generations of human–computer interfaces roughly cor-
respond to the number of modeled spatial dimensions.
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Table 1 Degrees of immersion and virtual perspectives in avatar-populated immersive environments

Point-of-View Meaning Navigation
Perspective

Person Object Distance Game
Perspective

Order

endocentric,
immersive

centered within “PoV” 1st intimate self proximal cockpit (0th)

egocentric,
telepresent

self-centered idiothetic
(mirrored, tethered)

2nd familiar,
displaced self

medial follow, float 2nd

exocentric centered outside allothetic,
allocentric

3rd other distal fly 1st

Chronologically and logically following 1st-generation,
1D textual “command line” interfaces (“CLIs”) and 2nd-
generation, 2D GUIs (graphical user interfaces), dynam-
ically interactive gesture interpretation represents the
3rd-generation stage of evolution of man–machine
paradigms, 3D SUIs (spatial user interfaces) and KUIs
(kinetic user interfaces). There are many gesture inter-
pretation systems, featuring various kinds of mechanical,
inertial, optical, and magnetic sensing. Exhaustive review
is beyond the scope of this article, but some contemporary
relevant interfaces can be surveyed, including many that
are commercially available.

Mo-Cap General-purpose motion-capture systems often
use optical tracking. For instance, the Vicon system6 is
representative of optical sensing systems, typically fea-
turing ceiling-mounted IR (infrared) cameras ringed with
LEDs, tracking retroreflective markers arranged on actors
(animate or inanimate) to infer motion. Other systems,
such as Organic Motion’s Open Stage,7 require no mark-
ers. The LeapMotion8 controller is a USB desktop periph-
eral with IR LEDs and cameras, using software to estimate
hand and finger postures and gestures. The HP Sprout
computer9 uses downward-facing projectors and image
sensors, through which users can interact with physical
and digital content.

Set-top The Microsoft Kinect for Xbox game consoles10
uses visible and IR range cameras for full-body mo-
cap. Other “seventh generation” television consoles use a

different strategy, featuring hand-held controllers to track
arm motion. The Nintendo Wiimote11 is tracked by a
combination of built-in accelerometers and IR detection
to sense position in 3-space. The Sony PlayStationMove12
features wand controllers with glowing, LED-illuminated
orbs, which active markers can be tracked by visible light
cameras. The Oblong Mezzanine spatial operating sys-
tem13 uses handheld wands and ultrasonic emitters to
recognize and interpret gestures, like those portrayed by
the movie “Minority Report.” Twhirleds is distinguished
from these by virtue of its intrinsic sensing, onboard track-
ing of spinning (padiddle) and whirling (poi). In that sense,
it can be compared to the Zoom ARQ Aero Rhythm-
Trak,14 which features an embedded accelerometer for
controlling music effects.

Mobile Smartphones are popular platforms for sensing
applications. The Samsung Galaxy features “Air Ges-
ture” control interfaces,15 which interpret waving hand
gestures, using a front camera and proximity sensor.
Billinghurst et al. used smartphones to acquire hand
gestures captured by a mobile camera (Billinghurst
et al. 2014), overlaying mixed reality graphics stabilized
by internal position sensors. This interface is somewhat
different from our system, which uses smartphone posi-
tion data directly, but which effects are displayed across
the network. For steering players or playthings around
courses, targets, and obstacles, mobile applications often
leverage gyroscopic interpretation but notmagnetometer-
sensed absolute direction.

Table 2 Panoramic and turnoramic perspectives

Panorama (“Pano”) Turnorama (“Turno”)

Representation Single image Organization of frames

Experience Outward-looking Ordinary panorama Panorama as turnorama

Inward-looking Turnorama as panorama: forced
inspection (generally impossible)

Ordinary turnorama or inspection
gesture

Rotation Subject (sink) Object (source)

Viewpoint perspective Endocentric (“centered within”):
spinning virtual camera inside
scene

Exocentric (“centered outside”): vir-
tual camera outside spinning object
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Fig. 4 Inspection gesture: Phase-locked rotation and revolution of
subject for orbit around an object of regard. (Cameras arranged
around the token rosette are labeled with the direction they are
pointing.)

Representative instances include Labyrinth,16 a skeuo-
morphic recreation of the classic marble maze game;
Crazy Snowboard,17 in which players hit jumps to “get
air;” Frisbee™ Forever,18 in which thrown virtual flying
discs are not ballistic (affected only by gravity and wind),
but influenced by player control as they fly; and Frax
HD,19 in which the user steers through fractal formscapes.
Indeed, the iOS interface itself features a parallax effect
that subtly shifts the foreground according to device incli-
nation to simulate metaphorical depth, allowing icons to
float above the background wallpaper. Such “tilt and roll”
control can also modulate sound effects in iOS Garage-
Band.20

VR & AR: Position monitoring is used for head-tracking
by Google Cardboard21 and HMDs, as well as augmented
reality applications such as Anatomy 4D,22 which renders
a 3D perspective above a flat fiducial marker, and GoSky-
Watch,23 which aligns astronomical guides with celestial
attractions. Orientation-sensing apps24 naturally use the
magnetometer, as does the Papa Sangre II25 audio game,
which uses device orientation to explore a spatial sound-
scape. Of course navigation apps such as Apple Maps26
and Google Maps27 use the magnetometer to calibrate
compass direction.28 Periscope29 and Facebook Live30
use rotation tracking for navigating around photospher-
ical video streams. These apps differ from our system
by being designed for responsiveness to slower (“static”)
event streams than those dynamically generated by padid-
dle and poi. Because it was designed to support flow arts,

the Twhirleds system can handle rapidly spun or whirling
affordances, which express faster motion than ordinary
gestures.

Other: Some other amusement-related developments
don’t fit into these crude categories, but are somewhat
related to the Twhirleds system. “Twister”31 uses the
asymmetry and embedded vibrator of a smartphone to
cause it to rotate when balanced on its base, enabling
automatic capture of panoramic imagery. The “Fyuse”32
spatial photography app uses smartphone orientation to
scrub through sequences of orbiting inspection frames.
Deploying sensors for sports is also increasingly popular,
a recent and representative instance of which computer-
enhanced play uses digital motion analysis to characterize
freestyle snowboarding tricks (Groh et al. 2016). The
“Centriphone,”33 a tethered inward-facing selfie camera, is
especially effective for action sports such as skiing. These
are all rather different from the Twhirleds applications,
though, since they don’t distribute smartphone position
data.

Method
To display azimuthal modulations, virtual objects in
mixed virtuality fantasy scenes were rigged to be driven by
twirled devices, as explained below.

Architecture
Direct Twhirleds manipulation gives “closed-loop,” multi-
modal feedback, both static pointing and dynamic spin-
ning or whirling. By simply pointing the affordance,
anything can be oriented or steered. Pointing is most
appropriate for endocentric operations, such as moving a
virtual camera, since a too quickly changing auditory or
visual perspective is unstable and unsatisfying. Twirling
is appropriate for ego- or exocentric operations, such
as prop flailing, since such rapid changes can be best
apprehended by a stable perspective.
Broad configurability of the Twhirleds clients allows

flexible deployment. Variable transmission gain can scale
control:display ratio, gearing down rotation to allow fine
control and allowing fast twirling to be shared as more
leisurely turning, or even overdriven to exaggerate such
torque. Network transmission may be one-shot (pulsed)
or continuous, including thresholded filtering for choked
bandwidth, azimuthal (rotation) and/or circumferential
(revolution) events, invertible polarity, and wrapped (fold-
ing over at 360◦) or unwrapped yaw. Device vertical orien-
tation may be upright or inverted (as was seen in Fig. 2),
“trim tabs” are used for calibration, and a modal timer
can disable control while spinning on the face of a tablet,
preventing inadvertent change of settings.
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Data distribution: client–server architecture
As shown in Fig. 5, to enable easy integration with
various multimodal duplex interfaces, we use our own
Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) to synchronize
distributed clients34 (Kanno et al. 2001). The CVE is
a lightweight, subscription-based, client–server protocol,
multicasting (actually replicated unicasting) events such
as azimuthal updates on shared channels. Mobile inter-
faces were developed for Google Android35 and Apple
iOS36— the former communicating directly with the CVE
server, the latter through TCP sockets.

Multimodal display
A bonus of the design is that mobile devices can display
visual output graphically, as seen in Fig. 6. By compensat-
ing for rotation or spinning motion, graphical display can
be stabilized, as was seen in Fig. 2.

Multimodal interoperability: other conformant clients
Since our twirling interfaces conform to the CVE pro-
tocol, control can be integrated with other clients,
including those used for panoramic, turnoramic, and
photospherical display (as distinguished in Table 3).
Other conformant clients include stereographic dis-
plays, rotary motion platforms, speaker arrays and spa-
tial sound diffusers, and musical renderers, described
following.

Spatial sound
Twhirleds control can be used to modulate spatial sound.
Such steering can be egocentric or exocentric— control-
ling, that is, either the yaw of a sink (virtual listener),
in which case an entire subjective soundscape rotates, or
just the bearing of one of the sources (virtual sounds), in
which case only that particular source is moved. We use

Multiplicity

Google Android
smartphone

Apple
iPhone

speaker array
controllers

Apple
iPad

CVE Session Server

cell base station

WiFi,
3G: W-CDMA, CDMA2000, or GSM

4G: LTE padiddling
spinning tablet poi

whirling smartphone

VR4U2C
pano & turno browser

n

2
Bluetooth

musical renderersmusical renderersmusical renderers

multichannel audio

legend:

bridge

Philips Hue

base 
station

ZigBee

hotspot

gateway

Lights, Camera, Action!

Alice

photosphere browser

WebSocket
middleware

middleware 
bridges

Mathematica

Unity

Fig. 5 Architecture: Our CVE provides a shared infrastructure, allowing heterogeneous, multimodal, cloudy clients to display data from multiple
twirling affordances. The client-server architecture uses a “star” or “hub-and-spokes” topology to logically arrange multimodal control and display
clients around a central CVE session server, sometimes with mediating “glue” middleware. Shared channels are subscribed to, and runtime
client-generated events are multicast to peers at the edge of the network. For instance, a mobile client (bottom left) joins a session at launch-time,
and then proceeds to stream orientation updates. Events are transmitted (left) into workstation-platformed event handlers. For iOS devices such as
iPhones and iPads, events are converted by an iOS–CVE transcoder (left center) before being forwarded to a session server (center). The server
redistributes events to channel-subscribed clients (periphery), which display them according to whatever local state (such as virtual camera
position) and modality (auditory, visual, stereographic, etc.)
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Fig. 6 Running Twhirleds app, including typical settings. (This image
is for the Apple iPad tablet, but the interfaces for the iPhone
smartphone, iPad mini phablet, and Android devices are similar.)

conformant client “Multiplicity” (Fernando et al. 2006),
shown symbolically at the top right of Fig. 5 and graph-
ically in Fig. 7, to stereo-pan prerecorded audio files,
flattening 2D circumferential space into 1D stereo lateral-
ization. We also use “S6” (Soundscape-Stabilized Swivel-
Seat Spiral Spring) (Cohen and Sasa 2000), shown in Fig. 8,
to monitor “unwrapped” azimuth and lateralize realtime
audio input streams.
Besides such stereophonic display, a crossbar matrix

mixer can sweep audio channels around a speaker array
(Sasaki and Cohen 2004). Alternatively, a Pure Data37
(Matsumura 2012; Chikashi 2013) Vector Base Ampli-
tude Panning “patch” (subroutine) can control ampli-
fier gain modulation for intensity panning (Pulkki 1997;
2000; Pulkki et al. 2011). Such directionalization often
takes the form of a 2:8 up-mix, diffusing both sides of a

stereophonic pair into a circumferential display. Karaoke
recordings are convenient for source material, since they
comprise synchronized stereo recordings with isolated
channels, allowing vocal tracks and orchestral accompani-
ment to be steered separately but auditioned together. We
can also use our university’s 3D Theater, shown in Fig. 9, to
pantophonically pan parallel inputs across speaker arrays
using a networked mixer as a crossbar spatializer. This
architecture scales up to arbitrary degrees of polyphony:
multichannel songs, conference chatspaces, and immer-
sive soundscapes can be dynamically diffused via such
controllers.

Turnoramic, panoramic, and photospherical imagery
As seen on the right of Fig. 5, photospherical browsers
can be used to rotate adjustable fields-of-view from
omnidirectional imagery (Cohen 2012) (as in Fig. 10),
including videos. These techniques are multimodally
integrated in the “Schai re” (for ‘share chair’) rotary
motion platform (Cohen 2003), shown in Fig. 11.38
Steerable by local or networked control, including
Twhirleds,39 a laptop computer on its desk can dis-
play panoramic imagery whilst nearphones (near ear-
phones) straddling the headrest display directionalized
audio, the soundscape stabilized as the pivot chair
rotates.

Mixed virtuality scenes
Twirling can also modulate positions of avatars and
objects in virtual environments and game engines such as
Alice40 (Dann et al. 2010; Olsen 2011; Cohen 2016),
Open Wonderland41 (Kaplan and Yankelovich 2011),

and Unity42 (Kaji and Cohen 2016; Kojima and Cohen
2016), as diagrammed on the bottom right of Fig. 5. Var-
ious scenes have been crafted, extended for augmented
virtuality rigging to accept data from distal sources, and
integrated as networked clients. Logical 3D layers allow
alternating among various setting/avatar/prop combina-
tions (as outlined by Table 4 and shown in Figs. 12 and 13).
Scenes are enlivened with various techniques: some
attributes are continuously animated; some attributes are
automatically controlled (such as spotlights which follow
whirling poi devices); andmultiple twirling controllers can
animate different aspects of a scene, including avatars,
props, scenery, and camera viewpoint. In practice, usually
one or two players whirl poi-like toys while an attendant

Table 3 Surround displays

Dimensionality Excursion Auditory (acoustic) Graphical (imagery)
(rank) soundscape landscape

1D 360◦ , 2π rad pantophonic panoramic, turnoramic, cycloramic

2D 360◦ × ± 90◦ , 4π sr periphonic photospherical
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Fig. 7 Stereo localization in a virtual concert can be performed with Multiplicity

Fig. 8 Spiral Spring Display: For small numbers of rotations, a spiral
spring graphical interface (including Chromastereoptic color
modulation (Steenblik 1993) for virtual depth) is adequate, but for
arbitrary bearing, it quickly runs out of coils

controls scene selection, spin-around camera angle, and
secondary scene attributes.

Automatic visual and logical alignment via “reality
distortion field”
As seen below in Fig. 14, while spinning a padiddle-style
flat object or whirling a poi-style weight, a player monitors
virtual projection in a graphic display with a displaced,
“2nd-person” perspective, able to see a self-identified pup-
pet, including orientation of the twirled toy. We explore
the potential of self-conscious avatars, not in the sense
of self-aware artificial intelligence, but rather figurative
(humanoid) projections that can not only display real-
world data but also automatically accommodate virtual
camera position to maintain visual and logical consistency

Fig. 9 The University of Aizu 3D Theater display systems, featuring
ceiling-mounted speakers for sound diffusion and multiple projectors
for stereoscopic display
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Fig. 10 PoI Poi: Point-of-interest poi panning projected panoramas,
whirling-controlled situated panorama as locative media. The view
emulates that which would be captured by a radial (outward facing)
camera swung on its cable. The perspective can also be turned
inside-out, modulating the orientation of an object movie, a turno,
emulating an inspection or spin-around gesture

for human users presumed to prefer visual alignment to
veridical (reality-faithful) projection.

Self-conscious avatar ambidexterity
Like television or movie actors who adjust their pose to
complement a camera point-of-view, Twhirleds avatars
are aware of virtual camera position and the projection
mode of an active human pilot visually monitoring a
scene. A unique feature of the rigging is that the avatars
are strategically ambidextrous: although a human player

typically uses a particular hand (usually the right) to twirl
a toy, as the virtual viewpoint sweeps around between
“tethered” and “mirror” perspectives (Figs. 15a→b or c
and 16), the puppet dynamically switches virtual manip-
ulating hand, even while the prop is spinning or whirling.
This logical rather than physical mapping requires flexible
rigging, an ambidextrous avatar for a unidextrous human:
bilateral display of unilateral control.
For example, a right-handed user would prefer to see

their self-identified vactor holding an affordance in the
right hand for dorsal (tethered) views, but would rather
see the puppet switch hands for frontal (mirrored) per-
spectives. If the virtual camera were to cut discontinu-
ously between frontal and dorsal views, the avatar could
simply switch hands “offline” (during instantaneous tran-
sition), but the interface features seamless inspection ges-
tures. As seen in Figs. 14, 15, and 16, correspondence is
preserved, even as the camera orbits around an avatar.43
Note that azimuthal (horizontal) twirling is the only gyra-
tion for which such accommodation could work. For
instance, a tennis- or ping-pong-playing game charac-
ter can’t switch racket- or paddle-holding hand without
reflecting the stroke.

Projected affordance phase perturbation
For spun affordance scenes, such as those that fea-
ture padiddled pizza or cake (Figs. 12(a) or 13(a)) or
rotating halo (Figs. 12(b) and 13(b)), twirling is basi-
cally phase-oblivious; it is difficult or impossible to per-
ceive absolute azimuth. But for whirled affordance scenes,
such as those featuring poi (Figs. 12(c) and 13(c)) or
jousting flails (Figs. 12(d) and 13(d)), phase is more

a b
Fig. 11 The “Schaire” rotary motion platform is a swivel chair. A servomotor in the base spins the chair under dynamic control. Nearphones in the
headrest display panned, stabilizable soundscapes
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Table 4 Augmented virtuality scenes, rigged for twirling affordance adaptive projection

Twirling mode Era Setting Avatar Prop

Spinning
Padiddling

current Italian ristorante
kitchen or bakery

pizza chef
pâtissier

pizza dough
cake

eternity heaven angel or cherub halo or aureola

Whirling
Poi

modern electronica rave psychedelic youth glowstring or fire twirl

medieval European castle,
ye olde jousting field

knight (mounted cavalryman) flail weapon (Morningstar mace
and chain)

martial swamp warrior cudgel or bludgeon

Cranking Victorian drawing room steampunk organ grinder hand-cranked “orgel,”
barrel piano

contemporary laboratory inventor contraption (orgel, hurdy-gurdy)

ba

dc

e
Fig. 12 Augmented virtuality twirling fantasy scenes, rigged for mobile affordance modulation (first generations of respective scenes)
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Fig. 13 Augmented virtuality twirling fantasy scenes, rigged for mobile affordance modulation (second generations of respective scenes)

conspicuous because of the radial tether, and mismatch
between control and display — discrepancy between
position of the affordance in the real world and that of its
mixed virtuality projection — is more glaring, as seen in
Fig. 14.
To resolve this apparent inconsistency, caused by one’s

continuous association with an avatar, the phase of the
affordance display can be progressively offset as the cam-
era swings around, even while the toy is being twirled, so
that the alignment is perspective-invariant. Consummat-
ing the visual adjustment initiated by the ambidextrous
avatar, phase of a projected prop is perturbed by a “real-
ity distortion field,” as seen in Fig. 17. By relaxing strict
correspondence between real and virtual worlds, an avatar
can both express position of a twirled affordance and align
visually and logically with amonitoring user. That is, while
a virtual camera revolves and rotates around a rigged
avatar, spinning or whirling a prop in synchrony with a
human-twirled affordance, the phase of the displayed toy’s
image is adjusted tomatch the bearing of the phase-locked
camera. Such perturbation “borrows” some phase from
the twirled affordance projection, restoring or accumulat-
ing it as the camera moves back or continues on around

in its orbit. The adjustment is also affected by any trans-
mission scaling or offset injected by the mobile device:
θprojected affordance = θsampled affordance × gaintransmission +
θoffset + ϕvirtual camera angle.
Such warped projection can be confusing, so to clarify

the relation across the reality–virtuality mapping, the rel-
ative position of the virtual camera with respect to the
avatar can be projected back into user space, using envi-
ronmental lighting as a totem for the PoV, as described
following.

Environmental lighting and exocentric perspective display
virtual camera position
To clarify the virtual inspection gesture and the rela-
tionship between the real and virtual spaces, environ-
mental lighting is deployed. Philips Hue44 wirelessly
networked LED bulbs and original middleware represent
and re-present the relative position of the virtual camera
in back-projected user space (Cohen et al. 2014). Selection
of one or two bulbs from a ring of four networked lights
arranged around human players is used to stand for the
orbiting virtual camera, as illustrated by Figs. 18 and 19b.
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Fig. 14 As the virtual camera orbits a puppet representing the user, the self-conscious, ambidextrous avatar switches hands. In this example, phase
perturbation is disabled, so affordance projection is not aligned: World-referenced affordance azimuth is not adjusted, so human–avatar
correspondence is up to half a cycle out of phase

Although a toy might be twirled too fast for such lights
to follow in the real world, so that only CG “eye candy”
spotlights are practical (as was seen in Fig. 17), speed of
orbiting of a virtual camera can be adjusted to accommo-
date even sluggish coordination. The roomware lighting
system takes about a second to adjust distributed bulbs,
but repositioning a virtual camera and invocation of teth-
ered or mirrored “detent” perspective modes have the
luxury of arbitrary timing. Even though a user might be
quickly whirling an affordance, the virtual camera can
track lumbering control, swinging perspective in the vir-
tual world around in synchrony with light switching in the
real world.
The “Lights, Camera, Action!” module45 (Tsukida et al.

2015) (seen in the top left of the cloud in Fig. 5) con-
trols the lighting system, which lights are arranged in
a ring around human players in “meatspace.” Each light
signifies the location of the virtual camera. That is, for
a frontal view, the light in front of the user is lit, and
for a dorsal view, the light behind. Side lights interpolate
between mirrored and tethered perspectives, and show

which direction the virtual camera moves. The cyclic
illumination pattern follows not a simple 1-of-n demulti-
plexing, but a modified Gray Code sequence, like a 4-coil
stepper motor that interpolates between its poles.
The motivating idea is that ambient cues can clarify

interpretation of mixed virtuality scenes (Ghosh et al.
2005), especially since the fluid perspective, orbiting
inspection camera, and reality distortion field— ambidex-
trous puppets and phase perturbation — complicate the
relationship between physical and virtual spaces. Simi-
larly, when browsing panoramic imagery, ambient lighting
can correspond to the direction of scene features, mov-
ing around the user as an image is frontally panned,
reinforcing directional awareness, as shown in Fig. 20.
Since the distortion and environmental lighting can be

difficult to understand, we developed an additional, 3rd-
person, exocentric rendering, besides the original, 2nd-
person, egocentric perspective. As seen in Fig. 19, the
exocentric interface illustrates the mediation of the rig-
ging and the projection back into user space, including
ambient lighting (Cohen and Oyama 2015).46
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Fig. 15 Continuous spin-around gesture, without and with
hand-switching: Ambidexterous display of unidexterous control by
context-aware puppet

Audio andmusic
Besides controlling spatial sound, Twhirleds can also
sequence music,47 resembling at least superficially two
acoustic whirling sound-makers:

“semitaro” or “minminzemi” cricket: a short cylinder,
often decorated to resemble an insect (“semi” means
cricket in Japanese), covered on paper at one end,
through which center a string is attached which is
spun by a resin-coated spindle, yielding a sawtooth

wave-like slip/stick vibration buzzing (like a
violin or other bowed instrument, and

bull-roarer: a weighted aerofoil swung on a long cord,
producing a characteristic vibrato (pitch modulation

).

Twirling can play a song, as if operating an score-
following “orgel” music box (as was seen in Fig. 15). A
typical whirling rate of a 150 g device swung on a 1m
tether is almost 2Hz, happily coinciding with a typical
musical tempo of 120 bpm, so sequenced songs are natu-
rally paced at one beat/revolution (or multiples thereof),
but can enjoy rubato (tempo variation).
The sequencing algorithm assumes that whirling is sam-

pled at least four times per revolution. The process lis-
tens for event updates, infers the “ticks,” and synthesizes
sequenced notes at each quadrant. This basic algorithm
breaks the revolution associated with a crochet (quarter
note) into quarters, so can parse rhythms down to semi-
quaver (sixteenth notes) resolution. The sequence trigger
is also activated by directional zero-crossings, so a song
can be played just by waving a handheld smartphone,48
which can confirm such ticks with locally displayed LED
flashes and vibration.

Results and discussion
A simple experiment was conducted to measure deter-
minism of reported azimuths, with idealized repeatable
conditions meant to approximate typical use scenarios.
A motorized turntable, spinning at constant rate (∼20◦/s
= 31/3 RPM), rotated a smartphone running Twhirleds,
sending streams of orientation to a session server. Time-
stamped data logging was enabled on the server. Two
network conditions were Wi-Fi, though a local access
point, and cellular transmission, through a commercial
carrier. Data was collected for a minute for each trial, and
results of two typical trials are juxtaposed in Fig. 21.
With a perfect system, a smooth straight line with evenly

spaced points would be expected. In actuality, nonde-
terministic strobing on the mobile client and network
jitter degrade such consistent performance. Correlations
between the time-stamps and received azimuths were
very close to unity for both Wi-Fi and 4G network con-
ditions (0.999978 and 0.999959, respectively), indicating
accuracy of the somewhat irregularly spaced measure-
ments. (Repeated trials yielded similar data, so these
results can be considered representative, and no averag-
ing is reported here.) User experience and performance
metrics of a related system extended from Twhirleds are
reported in a separate article (Ranaweera and Cohen
2016).
End-to-end performance of the system is not yet

totally satisfactory. There is sometimes significant lag,
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Fig. 16 As the subjective camera orbits (via phase-locked rotation and revolution) in an inspection gesture between mirrored and tethered
perspectives around an objective character animated by real-life motion capture, the puppet automatically switches virtual manipulating hand to
preserve alignment and logical association

up to as much as eight seconds when the cellular net-
work is used. More work is needed to characterize and
ameliorate such latency. We are exploring alternate
communication systems that would allow more syn-
chronous interaction. However, especially when using
Wi-Fi, response is almost good enough for interactive
control, particularly with Android devices which com-
municate directly with the server (unlike iOS devices
which currently require transcoding intermediation). For
the particular applications described here, such issues are
not “show stoppers,” since the twirled devices are moving
too fast for discrepancies to be noticeable. Demonstration
of such realtime capability can be observed in a video.49
Such performance can also be tuned by setting thresh-
olds on the affordance, effectively choking the data source.
In the future, event coalescence or aggregation at the
server might also be possible, as a “look-ahead” feature
can skip position update events that would be immediately
superseded.

Conclusions
Tracking devices, motion-capture, gestural sensing, and
the like can be used to nudge computer interfaces
towards interaction styles described variously as ubi-
comp (Mark Weiser), calm computing (Weiser and Brown;
1997), ambient media/intelligence/interaction, embed-
ded or pervasive computing, organic (Rekimoto 2008),
post-WIMP (van Dam 2005), reality-based, tangible
(van den Hoven et al. 2013) (Ishii 1998; Ishii and Ullmer

1997), and tacit interaction (Pedersen et al. 2000). Natural
interfaces, the “disappearing computer” (Streitz et al.
2007) without mouse or keyboard (Cooperstock et al.
1997), are more convenient and intuitive than traditional
devices and enable new computing environments.
The actual Twhirleds experience is currently more

interesting than entertaining, more academic than fun.
Readers are encouraged to download collateral soft-
ware,50 install the app, and try it themselves. In the
future, we hope make it more recreational, explor-
ing the interplay of interaction and display (both
visual and auditory) of mutual phase, using extended
groupware deployment, including collaborative musi-
cal performance. Besides whatever graphical, auditory,
and vibratory output, separately displayed or embed-
ded in twirling affordances themselves, we continue to
explore embodied interaction, the expressiveness and
potential of the happy alignment of gravity-oriented
horizontal twirling gestures, horizontal inspection
gestures, the geomagnetic field, and horizontally favored
auditory directionalization acuity. In particular, the
Twhirleds application leverages the alignment of the
horizontal orientation of a normal pano or turno and its
corresponding inspection or spin-around gesture, the hor-
izontal orientation of compass-derived yaw data, and the
symmetrically bilateral anatomy of humans and figurative
avatars.
The difference between dynamic twirling modes and

static pointing modes, even using a rotary controller (such
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Fig. 17 Phase perturbation of projected affordance: As the perspective changes (and the simulated projected prop is moved to opposite hand),
phase of the projected affordance is adjusted to maintain visual alignment, and so remains pointed to the right in this artificial sequence

as the Griffin Powermate51), is momentum, like the differ-
ence between bicycling and jogging. When a runner tires,
she slows or stops, but a bicyclist can cruise or coast on
flat road with minimal effort. Similarly, one can spin an
object with less effort than that required to turn it round-
and-round, since flywheel or intertial rotation is kind of a
default motion, requiring sustaining energy but only unfo-
cused user attention. The considered Twhirleds use-cases
(paididdle and poi) are at once both demanding and for-
giving: rapid spinning gestures expect perky throughput,
but their expression can tolerate phase delay.
Probably an alternate interface such as TouchOSC52

could yield comparable or perhaps improved perfor-
mance. The main results of this project, though, are
qualitative, not quantitative, and the most interesting
aspects involve flexible connection to multimodal dis-
plays. Amplification of multimedia juggling can also be
extended to leverage other kinds of sensing, and there
are many ways to instrument one’s body or manipulative
affordances. For instance, a microphone could be used

to detect the whoosh of whirling. Other sensors such as
those surveyed in the introduction— including gyroscope,
accelerometer, GPS, barometer, and camera (for captur-
ing optical flow, as in the newly announced Google VPS
[visual positioning system or service])— could be used
as well, integrable through sensor fusion. Ubicomp-style
extrinsic (external) tracking can augment intrinsic (inter-
nal) metering; the “quantified self” can be measured by
“other”!
Figure 22, adapted and extended (Cohen 2016) from

(Brull et al. 2008), illustrates three dimensions character-
izing mixed reality systems. The “Synthesis” axis is the
original real–virtual continuum (Milgram and Coquhoun Jr
1999; Milgram and Kishino 1994); “Location” refers to
where such systems are used; and “Diffusion” refers to
degree of concurrent usage. Twhirleds can control photo-
realistic imagery and also mixed reality/virtuality scenes.
It reconciles the stationary vs. mobile distinction by being
both location-based and personally mobile, and is mul-
tiuser. Such systems are sometimes called “SoLoMo”:
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Fig. 18 This composite shows four frames from a wrapped cycle of an orbiting virtual camera (at 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ , and 270◦). The user twirls a poi-like
affordance (shown as a knob-terminated segment), which is adaptively projected into the scene. For simplicity, the illustration uses a static actor
and affordance position, simple “right pointing,” but typically the manipulable is whirled, even as the virtual camera moves. Each quadrant
(delimited by gray rectangles) associates a subject (red, lower) with a projection (blue, upper) through the graphical display (“dot–dash” segment).
(“Real” things are shown in blue, “virtual” things in red, and “hybrid” things in purple.) The virtual camera sweeps around (larger, purple oval), changing
the perspective on the self-identified avatar (smaller, blue oval). A subtlety lies in the phase adjustment of the affordance’s image: in order to shift
continuously between frontal, mirrored (top center) and dorsal, tethered (bottom center) perspectives, displayed azimuth of the object must be
perturbed. Although the human actor frozen here in the diagram strikes a static pose across the camera angles, affordance projection is artificially
rotated to accommodate the shifting perspective. Environmental lighting surrounding the player, iconified by the “light+camera”s in the figure,
represents positions of the virtual camera projected back into user space, the perspective standpoint in the “real” world

a b c
Fig. 19 Juxtaposed alternate projections of poi twirler: Parameterizing avatar handedness and twirling prop phase by virtual camera position lessens
cognitive load of mentally reflecting projection of a self-identified avatar or that of a spun or whirled affordance, even while a free-viewpoint virtual
camera swings around. An affordance held in user’s right hand is instantaneously pointing to user’s right, but the camera-conscious mixed virtuality
avatar shifts it to the contralateral (opposite) hand as projected affordance phase is perturbed to flatter frontal perspective. (“Order” in the subfigure
captions refers to those mentioned by Table 1) a 0th-order (“real life”) scene, with poi-twirling user observing both 2nd- and 1st-order projections
b 1st-order, 3rd-person scene, showing actual affordance position (translucent, red-capped), anticipated perturbed projection (opaque, green-capped),
orbital virtual camera (translucent), unwrapped spin-around phase (dashed helical camera tail stream, 11/2 revolutions from initial dorsal position)
connected to graphic monitor (translucently glazed), and simulation of environmental lighting (frontal light illuminated). c 2nd-order, 2nd-person
mixed-virtuality fantasy scene with ambidextrous avatar and affordance projection perturbation. A right-handed user appreciates mirrored
projection of a frontal perspective, since it visually aligns and therefore seems more natural than a faithful, chirality-preserving mapping
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Fig. 20 Besides indicating position of a virtual camera in user space, ambient lighting can also match orientation of an on- or off-screen panoramic
scene feature, such as the sun

social, local, mobile. The dichotomy between mobile and
LBS (location-based services) is resolved with “mobile-
ambient” transmedial interfaces that exploit both individ-
ual mobile devices and shared locative public media.
Twhirleds’ mobile affordances projected onto social

screens with back-projection of virtual camera position
instantiate integration of telemetric personal control and
public display (Memarovic 2015). Mixed reality and vir-
tuality environments, using fluid perspective to blur the
distinction between sampled and synthesized data, are
literally illuminated by networked lighting.

Fig. 21 Comparison of delivered azimuth between Wi-Fi (blue) and
4G LTE (golden) networks

As recapitulated in Fig. 23, the Twhirleds “exertoy”
represents a physical interface for whole body inter-
action, a “practically panoramic” (Cohen and Győrbiró
2008), mobile-ambient, multimodal groupware interface
intended for location-based entertainment (Kostakos and
Ojala 2013; Silva and El-Saddik 2013; Sra and Schmandt
2015). It promotes social interaction through physical
play (Bekker et al. 2010): a “come as you are” mo-cap-
style interface, requiring no special markers, clothing, or
external sensors.

Potentially everyone 

Diffusion

Virtuality (VR)Reality

Synthesis

Stationary

Omnipresent (ubicomp)

Location

Augmented virtualityAugmented reality (AR)

Mobile

Massively multiuser

Location-based

Social: multiuser

Personal

Diminished reality Diminished virtuality

Fig. 22Mixed reality taxonomy: Synthesis (red) × Location (blue) ×
Diffusion (green)
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Fig. 23 Twhirleds multimodal control and display
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watch?v=Y7uIvOCgxpE

46 “Exocentric Rendering of ‘Reality Distortion’ User
Interface Illustrating Egocentric Reprojection”: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=lC7cNSB1ZWE

47 “Music Player Demonstration”: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3PLuqGWMOOQ

48 as was seen (1’14"–1’42") in aforementioned
“ ‘Twhirleds’ for iOS and Android” video: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XF2pGPDrr7s&t=1m14s

49 “Motorized turn-table for automatic panning cap-
ture”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU-zZoIIngk

50 http://arts.u-aizu.ac.jp/spatial-media/Twhirleds
51 https://griffintechnology.com/us/powermate, as seen

(1′05′′–1′14′′) in the aforementioned “ ‘CVE’: Collabora-
tive Virtual Environment” video: https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iJreaIXZSI8&t=1m5s

52 http://hexler.net/software/touchosc
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